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Synopsis
There is a problem with education in the United States. Students coast
through school focused on grades, and leave school prepared for homework and
controlled situations; they are not ready for the rigor and unpredictability

of every

day life in the real world. Studies on experiential learning show that the best way to
gain professional skills and understanding

is not necessarily in the classroom with a

teacher, but outside the classroom with peers. Butler University's Music Industry
Association (BMIA), provides such an opportunity.

Producing the annual BMIA

Sampler album increases students' understanding

of concepts learned in the

classroom and encourages learning from one's peers. Other universities use this
method to their advantage as well. Examples include Indiana University's record
label, IU Music, and university-sponsored

CD projects, and the State University of

New York at Fredonia's student group that operates live sound for various events
around the city.
For my documentary,

Experiential Learning: An Exploration, I interviewed

seven people, including the five most active BMIA students, one of two co-presidents
of the organization,
Communications

and Cutler Armstrong, an instructor in the College of

and advisor to the organization

questions and the subsequent

[See Appendix A]. The interview

responses explore the importance of experiential

learning and how the BMIA sampler project facilitates that process [See Appendix
B].
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Literature Review
Carnegie Mellon's Eberly Center for Teaching Excellence and Educational
Innovation lists on its website how to design and teach a course. One article focuses
on group projects and their various benefits. Here is an excerpt:
"Properly structured, group projects can reinforce skills that are relevant to both
group and individual work, including the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Break complex tasks into parts and steps
Plan and manage time
Refine understanding through discussion and explanation
Give and receive feedback on performance
Challenge assumptions
Develop stronger communication skills
Group projects can also help students develop skills specific to collaborative efforts,
allowing students to ...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tackle more complex problems than they could on their own
Delegate roles and responsibilities
Share diverse perspectives
Pool knowledge and skills
Hold one another (and be held) accountable
Receive social support and encouragement to take risks
Develop new approaches to resolving differences
Establish a shared identity with other group members
Find effective peers to emulate
Develop their own voice and perspectives in relation to peers" (Eberly Center for
Teaching Excellence and Educational Innovation)

The sampler album is itself a group project. Creating the sampler every year
provides an opportunity

for students to learn together and from each other. As

students work together and teach each other they develop skills, such as those listed
above, that are relevant to future professional work.
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The focus is to make sure the less experienced students learn about proper
microphone

choice and placement and how to effectively make other equipment

choices when recording. Students are asked about techniques they learn in class and
to briefly elaborate on their answers. This helps the students to connect the process
to an actual recording, which furthers the understanding
This method also helps group leaders understand

of the concept in general.

the concepts on a different level

as well. It makes them think about everything on the same level on which a
professor or a professional would think, figuring out different ways to explain the
material to students with different learning styles. Studies show that experiential
learning is one learning style that seems to be effective for many learners. A study
published in the Online Journal of New Horizons in Education found that visual and
kinesthetic learning styles are the most common learning styles, encompassing
78% of the 120 students surveyed (94/120)

over

(Ozbas 55). Visual and kinesthetic

learning styles effectively make up experiential learning. By watching and learning,
or learning by doing, students gain practical experience, allowing them to organize
the information

in a way that makes sense to them and leading to better developed

skills.
In May 2007, the Educause Learning Initiative (ELI) published an article by
Marilyn M. Lombardi, a current Duke University faculty member and former Duke
University Director of the Renaissance Computing Institute Center. Her article,
Authentic Learning for the 21st Century: An Overview, explains authentic learning as
"[a focus] on real-world, complex problems and their solutions, using role-playing
exercises, problem-based

activities, case studies, and participation

in visual
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communities

of practice" (Lombardi 2). That is precisely what the sampler project

accomplishes.

The creation of the sampler album is a long and involved process of

music production from both the business and technological sides} including A&R}
pre-production}

recording} and mixing.

A&R stands for Artists and Repertoire. Recording company representatives
work hard to find artists. In preparation

for the Sampler album} we find artists

through flier postage on campus. Without the flyer promotion, there would be less
awareness

of this recording opportunity

genre diversity presented
Pre-production

for prospective

artists} perhaps limiting the

in the final product.

is an important step where student producers/engineers

help the musicians find their artistic vision and document their ideas through
official production paperwork

from the National Academy of Recording Arts and

Sciences. After the recordings are finished and the mixes are finalized, they are sent
to mastering engineer Andy VanDette, who has mastered albums for artists like
Rush, David Bowie} and the Beastie Boys. Andy provides valuable feedback to the
students to help improve future mixes. The finished master sound recordings and
album artwork go to a manufacturing

plant} where they become a packaged CD.The

group is now ready for possibly the most important business step: marketing.
The basic marketing plan is deliberated at length within the BMIA in order to
narrow in on the target market for the album and come up with a basic plan to get
copies of the album into the hands of that target market. This process serves as a
"junior internship,'} experience for the students. The previous sampler can be found
in local record shops such as Indy CD & Vinyl and Luna Records, among others. The
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album is also available digitally, where it and individual tracks will be available for
purchase through iTunes and for streaming through Spotify and other popular
services.
Why is learning this long process the most effective way to understand
music business? In the aforementioned

ELI article, Lombardi states, "authentic

learning aligns with research into the way the human mind turns information
useful, transferrable

the

into

knowledge" (7). She elaborates further on the concept by

explaining three main principles that "illustrate the alignment between learning
research and authentic learning" (7): learners look for connections, long-lived
attachments

come with practice, and new contexts need to be explored (8).

Essentially, Lombardi is saying that learners look for real-world relevance when
learning new concepts, repetition is the best way to really get to know a concept,
and that concepts need to be applied to different, but equal situations. Through the
production

of the BMIA Sampler album, students directly understand

the real-world

relevance of the concepts they learn in the diverse curriculum of the Recording
Industry Studies program that concentrates

on both the technical and business sides

of the industry. Since the sampler is an ongoing process, it allows for repetition of
various recording techniques. Lombardi's final principle is very relevant. Students
record different genres of music for the sampler, allowing students to apply the
same techniques and equipment over all different types of music, resulting in high
quality recordings that can be mixed to be genre-appropriate.
Recording Industry Studies graduates enter a business of uncertainty and
day-to-day changes. In order to be best prepared for a career in the music business,
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one must put in much effort beyond the classroom. This sampler project provides
that opportunity

for students. Students are able to experiment more freely and get

clarification on things they may have been nervous to ask or could not think to ask
in class. This freedom helps students to have another outlet to hone their skills in
preparation

for their professional

future.

Results
Experiential Learning: An Exploration investigates experiential learning
through the context of the BMIA Sampler project. A documentary
tool. Many students feel that they understand
documentary,

is a useful learning

things better through the visual of a

and that the films help to connect information learned in class and to

analyze information more wholly (Daniels 13-17). Documentaries

are thus a great

tool to experience something to which one may not have access or prior knowledge.
This film will allow viewers to see and hear how experiential learning enhances
education.
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Appendix

A:

Interviewee

list:

Students:
Adam Loellke
•

Sophomore}

•

Assistant

Recording

Engineer

Industry

Studies

on BMIA Sampler

major

Volumes II & III

Ryan Hallquist
•

Junior} Arts Administration

•

Assistant

•

Head engineer

•

Current

Engineer

major} Recording

on BMIA Sampler

Volumes

Industry

Studies

I & II

on Volume III

Co-President

of BMIA} focus on engineering

Phillip Tock
•

Junior} Recording

•

Assistant

Nathan

Industry

Engineer

Studies

on BMIA Sampler

major
Volumes

I, II}and III

Bubeck

•

Sophomore}

•

Assistant

•

Current

Recording

Engineer

Industry

Studies

on BMIA Sampler

major

Volumes

II & III

BMIA Treasurer

Dan Fuson
•

Junior} Recording

Industry

•

Assistant

Engineer

•

Current

Co-President

Studies major

on BMIA Sampler

Volumes

of BMIA} focus on business

I & II

minor
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Officer:
Brendon
•

Holl

Senior, Recording

Industry

Studies/Digital

Media Production

double

major

•

Former

Co-President

•

Co-Head Engineer

•

Co-executive

of BMIA
on BMIA Sampler

Consultant

Volumes I & II

and co-mixing

engineer

on Volume III

Faculty:
Cutler Armstrong
•

Faculty advisor

•

Instructor,

for the Butler Music Industry

College of Communication

Association
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Appendix B:
Interview Questions (Student):
1. Name, year, major, minor
2. What experience did you have with recording before coming to Butler?
3. What did you hope to learn from working on the sampler?
4. Have you achieved your goals?
S. What have you learned through working on the sampler?
6. Did working with your peers allow you to ask questions more freely since it's
more informal than class?
7. What have you learned that you didn't learn in the classroom?
8. What kind of role did you in recording the sampler?
9. What's your favorite part of working on the sampler (tracking, mixing,
editing, contracts, marketing, art, etc.)?
10. Have your ambitions to work in the recording industry changed at all with
working on the sampler? Positively? Negatively?
11. Has working on the sampler project with more advanced students increased
your confidence? If so, elaborate on how.
12. How did the leadership of the club help you (allow you to gain confidence,
etc.)?
Interview Questions (Brendon)
1. Does helping the younger students increase your confidence in your abilities
in the studio? Explain.
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2. What was it like reviving this project and being thrown into the fire without a

lot of studio experience yourself?
Interview Questions (Faculty):
1. Since the sampler project was reborn, have you noticed any improvements
student work?
2. Since the sampler rebirth, have you noticed mor-e desire for students to get
better and more involved in the project or with other projects?

in
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